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INFORMATION
BOARDS

Write better emails.
Focus on helping
subscribers.
Create a lead
magnet

Mexico has a standardized format of three
panels. Information on Panel one includes the
beach profile and morphology information,
safety, and swimming recommendations. On
the main second panel, is the map and Blue
Flag program information. Mexico has also
included a COVID sticker with protocols for
before you arrive and once you reach the
beach. Finally, on the third panel information
on the local environment and code of
conduct are included. These signs are double
sided with the same information on each side. 

While beaches along the coast of Cancun are
similar, they differ in the flora and fauna
interacting with the sites. Each environmental
panel depicts three species which can be
found predominantly at the site as well as the
environmental activities visitors can
participate in. 

Blue Flag Information Boards are an
important way in which a country brands
itself and provides information to the
public.

Figure 2: beach profile
and swimmer safety 

at Playa Centro  

Figure 1: beach profile
and swimmer safety 

at Playa Delfines  

Mexico uses a three 
panel system for their
information boards. 

Visitors stopping to 
view the information 

board.
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INFORMATION
BOARDS

Information boards are the most common
non-compliance within the program.
Therefore, it is important to include as much
information on them as possible to the
services offered, when the services are
available, language used on the board, and
icons indicating visual information.  

Blue Flags can only be flown while meeting
all the criteria for award.  

Figure 5 Bottom Right: Panel three with Ecosystem
Information  at Punta Esmeralda

Figure 3 Top Right: map,  water quality, and Blue Flag information
on the main panel at Playa Las Perlas 
Figure 4 Middle Right: Times of operation and map icons at
Punta Esmeralda

Information boards cannot contain all information. Other signs
can 
contain additional educational and ecosystem information around
the site. 
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EDUCATIONAL
ACTIVITIES: TURTLE
ACTIVITY WITH KIDS

Staff was able to observe a simple activity
put on for a small group of kids about turtles.
This activity is routine for Punta Esmeralda
but with more children from the local
elementary school. It involves about 20-30
minutes of information about turtles--their
life span, diet, life cycle, different species,
etc.They use paper mache turtles to
represent size and species differences. Then
kids are taken to the beach where they look
for turtle nests,  dig them up to find egg
replicas, and then find nests which are
hatching. Educators go over why it is
important to protect turtles and what actions
kids can take to protect turtles at the beach
and at home.  

Activities focused on educating the public
are a hallmark of awarded beaches. But
what do they look like?  

Figure 6 Top Right: Educators with turtle replicas made from
recycled items
Figure 7 Middle Right:  Children helping to dig out nests
Figure 8 Bottom Right: Children digging out nests
Figure 9 Bottom Centert: A fake nest  
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MEETING CRITERIA
AND COMMUNITY
NEEDS

The Blue Flag explanatory document has
a lot of information but few examples of
how to follow the criteria as to be in
compliance. Here are a few examples
from Mexico which combined community
needs with award criteria.  

Respecting Nature

The award focuses on the balance of
nature and recreation. There are several
criteria to promote this initiative. The code
of conduct promotes sustainable actions
for visitors like not feeding wild animals.
Promoting information about flora and
fauna helps visitors understand the
importance of these actions. 

At Punta Esmeralda the community often 
utilized the vegitative trees to hang their 
hammocks. To recieve the award, staff 
worked with the public to stop this action 
and created specific frames for the use of
hammocks by the public.  

Recycling and Waste Management

A main focus to keep beaches clean is
adequate waste management. The
criteria ask for enough containers
based on use, these containers be
clean and covered from animals, and
there be three types of materials
collected. 

Mexico has branded cans to collect
co-mingled recycling. These are
places about every 100 meters to
encourage visitors to use them. During
Covid cans to collect PPE were also
installed. Staff collects and cleans the
cans regularly. 
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MEETING CRITERIA
AND COMMUNITY
NEEDS

Communication

Informing the public is a hallmark of the
Blue Flag program. This is done through
signage at sites, campaigns, and
educational activities.  

Signage in Cancun is in Spanish, English,
and Mayan. 

Sargassum Removal

Removal of vegetation is discouraged
by the criteria but may be necessary if
the accumulation is significant or
there is  a threat to public health.
Thus, removal should consider
environmentally sustainable solutions. 
Accumulations along Cancun are
quite large, especially after storms
which push up extra. This calls for the
use of equipment to collect the
sargassum before the beaches open.
Then staff removes any additional
vegetation from the site by hand.
Beaches in Mexico remove the
sargassum, dry it away from the
public, and use it to build dunes or
have it processed into other products.
Some vegetation is always left.  

Information can also be done through
campaigns. Cancun Sailing, an awarded
tourism boat operator, did a campaign
with posters on activities to reduce
electrical consumption, water
consumption, and others. 
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KIOSKS 

Kiosks are required but no building
requirements are made by the program.
Municipalities can integrate them as they see
fit with the other buildings in the municipality
or site. 

Kiosks typically have a staff member present
the entire time a site is operating. The staff
member can also have other duties at the site
but is available to answer questions and
provide information about the site. 

Blue Flag Mexico has implemented a Kiosk
requirement to help with brand awareness
and information.  

Figure 6: Kiosk at Playa Del Nino

INFORMATION DISEMINATION &
COLLECTION 

Beach managers participate in 2-4 webinars in the beginning of the candidacy
process. Training continues on a one-on-one basis after. Mexico has found it is
harder to track criteria if it is only asked for once a year. Therefore, they have
created a series of forms to gather information throughout the year. Virtual
binders include environmental education activity reports, minutes from Blue Flag
committee meetings, Beach Litter Measurement reports, a benefits survey, and
Water Sampling Calendar with results. The online system and internal dashboard
to track submissions was implemented after 50 beaches had been awarded and
paper materials were being lost.  

Blue Flag Mexico utilizes an internal software application, shared folders, and
virtual meetings to share and collect information.  

Figure 6: Kiosk at Playa Las Perlas 
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STEPS FOR
MEASURING

Lay out and secure the measurement 
 grid. 

Step 2
Pick 20 random squares.

Step 3
Sift the surface sand in the square
(about 5cm deep) for debris.  

Step 4
Remove large waste debris or obvious
micro plastics.  

Step 5
Sift through the sand down to about 20
cm and remove any further debris.  

Step 6
Take a picture of the waste and 
track the number of total waste 
and frequency of each waste type.

BEACH LITTER
MEASUREMENT
SYSTEM
for 2020

The Beach Litter Measurement
System (BLMS) is a grading
system for how clean a beach is
at a given point. This tool is
looking for waste not natural
debris. The process is outlined
in Appendix F in the explanatory
document. Below is a simplified
set of steps based on the
Mexican model.  

Step 1 
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PLAYA DEL NINO

Playa del Nino is a fairly long but not wide
sandy beach with some rocks in the water. It
has predominantly calm water and includes
buoys to protect those swimming in addition
to the lifeguard stand. Visitors are mainly
locals as the beach is in the downtown area of
Cancun, specifically children. The municipality
of Cancun has engaged with the local art
community to provide murals at several sites
which depict a relationship with the coastal
environment. Playa del Nino is bounded by
the bathrooms on the right and a cement wall
on the left. 

Figure 10 Top Right: Information Board 
Figure 11 Middle Right: Chief Lifeguard and Swimmers
Figure 12 Bottom Right: Lifeguard Stand
Figure 13 Bottom Left: Mural on bathrooms



Figure 14 Top Right: Playa Delfines with Palapas  
Figure 15 Middle Right: Information Board 
Figure 16 Bottom Right: Bathrooms and Showers 
Figure 17 Bottom Left: Wheelchair accessible handicap areas 
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Playa Delfines is the largest Blue Flag beach
in length and width. It is well known as it hosts
the iconic Cancun sign. It can see anywhere
from 6000-7000 visitors a day. It is a multi-
tiered beach with access from the main road
through the Hotel Zone. This beach can see
more wave and current action due to its
positioning. This also means there are more
sargassum deposits at this location. Many
signs, vegetation, and buildings were
damaged in Hurricane Maria. Signs were
being reprinted on a PET material which
would be stronger and more flexible in the
wind. Playa Delfines is not bounded and
utilizes signs posted permanently on the
beach to indicate the end of the Blue Flag
site.

PLAYA DELFINES 
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PLAYA CENTRO 

Playa Centro is an iconic tropical beach with
white sand and clear turquoise water. It is
located on Isla Mujeres and can only be
reached by boat or ferry. It is a medium length
and wide beach with very little height change.
Access to the beach is from the sidewalk and
the beach has no physical boundary but uses
signs. Here restaurants and businesses are built
onto the beach. Playa Centro as an urban
beach has little flora except palm trees.

Figure 18 Top Right: Information Board at Playa Centro
Figure 19 Middle Right: Restaurant chairs set up along a section
of Playa Centro
Figure 20 Bottom Right: Branded waste and recycling
separation
Figure 21 Bottom Left: Access to the beach from the sidewalk
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PLAYA NORTE 

Playa Norte is similar in profile to Playa
Centro. It is a long strip of beach with
several restaurants and beach clubs
hosting umbrellas and lounge chairs
leading up to the main wider area. To get
around Isla Mujeres visitors can walk, ride
bikes, take a taxi, or rent a golf cart.
Because access is limited to the island by
ferry or private boat, there is a high
concentration of visitors in this area due to
the clubs and restaurants offering food. 

Figure 22 Top Right: Information Board at Playa Norte
Figure 23 Middle Right: Restaurant chairs set up along a non-
awarded stretch of beach 
Figure 24 Bottom Right: The Blue flag area of Playa Norte
starting past the stick line with fewer umbrellas and space for
free use 



Figure 25 Top Right: Handicap area  
Figure 26 Middle Right: Additional information sign
Figure 27 Bottom Right: natural grasses drying
Figure 28 Bottom Left: The marina boundary with leaving the
Blue Flag area sign.  
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PLAYA LAS PERLAS 

Las Perlas is a small urban beach located in
the hotel zone of Cancun. This beach
experiences a medium to large amount of
seagrass and sargassum collection. It is
bounded by a marina on one side and small
strip of beach on the other. The profile is a
low-grade slope with no dunes and little
accompanying current. 

Las Perlas utilizes several different signs to
inform visitors of information. Seagrass and
sargassum waste is dried at this location.
Drying the grass allows the sand to be saved
and returned to the beach while the grass is
taken to a processing plant to be recycled
into other products. 
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PUNTA ESMERALDA 

Playa Punta Esmeralda is located an hour
outside of Cancun in Playa Carmen. It is a flat
beach surrounded by mangroves. It has
dense vegetation, issues with sargassum,
and a natural freshwater cenote. The beach
and cenote make it a popular place to visit
for both locals, visitors to riviera resorts, and
those visiting Cancun. 

Figure 29 Top Right: Bathrooms put in to comply with the
award
Figure 30 Middle Right: Area staff is rebuilding with dried
sargassum 
Figure 31 Bottom Right: Educational activity hut 
Figure 32 Bottom Left: Containers for collecting cigarette butts.
Black containers had been installed but were not being used.
Staff decided to use bottles collected from the recycling at each
palapa to reduce the amount of butts left in these locations.  
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STRATEGIES FOR
IMPROVEMENT 

Continue to create and
maintain online forms to
reduce loss of information,
limit staff time, and streamline
administration.  
Add forms from the Mexican
operator binder to US
procedures.  
Take the National Operator
Handbook and USA toolkits
and create a Site Manager
Handbook. 
Facilitate international site
manager meetings. 
Provide ongoing opportunities
for beaches to learn about
ways they can not just meet
criteria but continue to push
boundaries. 
Maintain procedures and
criteria to keep up with science
and the goals of the program. 
Facilitate regional working
groups on regional issues like
sargassum in the Gulf and
Caribbean. 

Actions to consider moving
forward: 

Implementation and administration of Blue
Flag in Mexico may not always directly
apply to other countries; However, their
operational framework provides plenty of
examples from which the USA program
can learn and follow. Mexico started with
the beach award, excels in their social
media content, and has a large
geographical footprint. Based on their
experience running the program and staff
observations at sites several future actions
can be considered. 
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CONCLUSION

The opportunity to shadow the Mexican
Blue Flag National Operators was an
incredible information sharing experience.
Connecting with site operators was one of
the most impactful experiences as they
work with program implementation daily.
Mexican and Canadian beaches bordering
the United States provide excellent
examples for implementation for the US
due to their geographical similarities.
 
This report describes several examples of implementing the Blue Flag award
from which potential sites can learn. Continued discourse between the
Mexican National Operator and USA Operator will maintain the flow of best
practices between the countries and foster stronger programs in both
locations. Fostering more conversations between site operators from different
countries maintaining the flag will benefit new operators in the US who may be
struggling to find inspiration or incentives for investment. 

Operational information on administration of the Blue Flag program was
impressive to see in practice. Not all implementation techniques will be
practical at this time in the United States. Continuing to share materials
between countries will help facilitate administration of the Blue Flag award in
the US as the program grows.

The Blue Flag brand around the world continues, in practice, to confirm the
black and white printed benefits which the US staff has been using to promote
the international program in the United States.  


